
Mind-blowing Intelligence Entertainment!

Gilan has been a highlight feature on many television shows, often attempting crazy
stunts. For example, on South Africa's longest running investigative journalism show, Carte
Blanche, Gilan was challenged to drive around a racetrack in a sports car after being blindfolded
by Derek Watts. Gilan has been invited as a guest on many radio stations, as he successfully 
reads thoughts live on air! Print media regularly feature stories on Gilan alongside other world-
renowned personalities such as Derren Brown, David Copperfield, David Blaine and Criss Angel.

The Mentalist Experience
Looking for something different? Full of interactive humour, Gilan’s show will have your guests
enthralled, astounded and inspired by the time the mind-blowing finale ends it off.
Is an intelligently entertaining experience in which Gilan demonstrates phenomenal abilities of
influence, thought-decoding, psychological persuasion and even predicting audience's thoughts
before they've realised they will think them! The show comes after Gilan's theatre production
'Beyond The Mind' toured around the country to sold-out audiences. The impact of this show
saw Gilan featured extensively in the media, and Gilan has gone on to present his unique
mentalist feats in over 20 countries. The Mentalist Experience is a world-class performance with
extreme ‘wow factor’. It’s as thought-provoking as it is mind-blowing, and has been carefully
designed for corporate events, suitable for every type of audience.

Master of Ceremonies
Get the most out of having Gilan at your event by hiring him as your MC. Using jaw dropping
mentalism as icebreakers and energisers, Gilan will keep your audience engaged, entertained
and attentive. With his extensive experience as both an on-stage performer and business
speaker, Gilan is a professional and articulate MC who will take the stress out of the facilitation
of your event.

Keynote Topics
• The 6 Universal Principals of Influence
• The Business of body language
• Implanting Influence
• Breakthrough Influence in Hot Conversations
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a. Mentalist
b. Influencer
c. Leadership Expert
d. MC
e. Entertainment
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